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APPENDIX C

MULTIDISCIPLINE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE SUPPORT TO
LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT OPERATIONS

This appendix describes the types of MDCI support Figure C-1 is a matrix which correlates these CI
available to US military involved in LIC operations. It tasks to the four types of LIC operations. Mission
addresses the key aspects of EAC and ECB support. analysis, and a review of the force's mission-essential

MDCI support to forces in LIC encompasses a wide task list (METL), is matched to the sub tasks identified

range of capabilities from strategic to tactical level. in this matrix for planning and allocating MDCI support.

MDCI support provides the capability to counter threat, Tasks that are not within the capability of the CI
HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT collection, and security element assigned to the MI unit supporting the force are
measures. We accomplish this through analysis that converted into unresourced requirements and passed to
brings together threat, friendly forces vulnerabilities, higher echelon.
and existing security programs. The four functional CI
tasks of investigations, operations, collection, and Key aspects of higher echelon support are discussed

below.analysis and production are applied to each type of LIC
operation.

INVESTIGATIONS
The Commanding General (CG), INSCOM, is

responsible for—

Maintaining centralized control of all CI •
operations and investigations.

Conducting CI operations and investigations in •
accordance with AR 381-47(S) and AR 381-20.

Providing CI-related security support to US Army
OPSEC programs. •
Ensuring appropriate foreign intelligence and
physical security information, derived from CI

OPERATIONS

operations and activities, is provided to the
support installation security officer.

Collecting and reporting CI information in
response to approved CI collection requirements.

Conducting liaison with the FBI, CIA host and
other foreign country agencies, and other federal
and local agencies.

Providing the nearest Criminal Investigation
Division (CID) office with terrorism information
as developed.

MI brigades (EAC) perform theater IEW support •
missions for operational commanders in Europe,
Southwest Asia, the Americas, Northeast Asia, the
Pacific, and the continental United States (CONUS).

•
They are responsible for—

• Providing a subcontrol office for CI investigations •
within their AOR.

Coordinating CI operations and collection
activities within their AOR.

Performing CI and terrorism analysis and
production.

Conducting CI-related liaison with HN and other
foreign country agencies plus representatives of
other US agencies. See FM 34-37 for more
information,

COLLECTION
The CG, INSCOM, is responsible for— of terrorism and related threats against the Army

• Conducting foreign intelligence and CI activities to and DOD. These activities are conducted in

collect and disseminate information on all aspects
accordance with AR 381-10, AR 381-20,
AR 381-47(S), and AR 381-100.
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Figure C-1. MDCI functional matrix for LIC.
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• Providing Army commanders with information on
terrorist threats against their personnel, facilities,
and operations.

FM 34-7

Investigating terrorist incidents for intelligence
purposes in cooperation with the FBI or HN
authorities.

Serving as the Army’s liaison to US and HN
national, state, and local agencies.

MULTIDISCIPLINE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
ANALYSIS AND PRODUCTION SUPPORT

INSCOM serves as the Army’s analytic
representative for terrorism and is responsible for—

Analyzing information on all aspects of terrorism
and the threat it poses to US Army personnel,
facilities, and activities; and forwarding that
information and intelligence to commanders at all
echelons.

Providing terrorism analysis and assisting in
developing area situation assessments.

Providing all-source threat evaluations of foreign
intelligence and terrorist organizations that
threaten US Army security.

Preparing multidiscipline threat data pertaining to

THE THREAT
FIS threats to US forces in LIC are multidiscipline.

The MI forces countering that threat must also be
multidiscipline.

This multidiscipline approach is achieved by
executing the four MDCI functional tasks. This
approach applies to all echelons from battalion to EAC.

Commanders of friendly forces involved in LIC are
also concerned with the threat posed by enemy agents or
guerrillas (Level I), and diversionary and sabotage
operations conducted by threat UW forces (Level II).

OPERATIONS SECURITY
OPSEC in LIC is concerned with keeping a high

SIGINT, EW (less manipulative electronic
deception [MED] and ECCM), HUMINT, and
IMINT, for inclusion in supported commands’
OPSEC training programs.

security posture. It also aims at achieving surprise by
protecting friendly capabilities and intentions from
exploitation. Its ultimate objective is to prevent a threat
from getting enough advance information to degrade
the operations of US, HN, or other forces.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY SUPPORT TO
OPERATIONS SECURITY IN LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICTS

The level of CI and security support to OPSEC in •
LIC is tailored to the supported organization’s mission
and its vulnerability to foreign intelligence collection or •
terrorist attack. This support is provided by MI units at
both EAC and ECB.

To determine the degree of CI and security support •
required, supporting MI units routinely consider—

• All aspects of the supported unit’s mission in LIC
(as derived from the METL).

•

The total threat from foreign intelligence
collection and terrorist attack capabilities.

Specific identification of forces or agency
vulnerabilities to foreign intelligence collection
and terrorist attack.

Recommendation of countermeasures for the
supported unit.

Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
countermeasures.

SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAMS
SAPS are established to provide extra protection expertise to meet Army requirements. For more

and limited access to various programs and missions. information on SAPS, refer to TC 34-5(S) and
The CG, INSCOM, provides CI support to SAPS and FM 34-60A(S).
develops and maintains capability, methods, and
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OPERATIONS SECURITY SUPPORT TO
ECHELONS CORPS AND BELOW

Organic elements of the MI battalion, brigade, or
other MI units within the Army’s tactical force structure
are responsible for providing direct CI support to
OPSEC for units at ECB in LIC. This support includes
CI and limited signals security (SIGSEC) service
support.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION
Analysis and production of CI information to meet

the needs of the LIC commander take place at ail levels
with organic CI support. National level MDCI analysis
and production are provided by the United States Army
Intelligence Agency (USAIA). Information from all
intelligence collection disciplines is used to develop a
complete analysis of foreign intelligence and threat
activities. Certain key production objectives include—

Collating, analyzing, and evaluating information of
CI significance.

Preparing studies, estimates, and analysis of FISS
and threat activities.

Supporting contingency planning and major
exercises.

Providing analysis and summary of foreign
collection and threat activities by geographic areas.

Providing analysis and studies in support of major
Army commands (MACOMs) and contingency-

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
In overseas areas, MACOMS establish liaison

programs with US, HN, and foreign agencies consistent
with—

• Conducting strategic and operational liaison by
EAC MI units.

mission forces dealing with the organization,
methods of operation, personnel, and activities of
FISS that pose a current or potential threat to US
forces.

Providing analysis and estimates of intelligence on
the organization, location, funding, training,
operations, and intentions of terrorist
organizations.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE COLLECTION
National level collection requirements for CI

information are validated and issued by DIA. These
consist of—

Information objective: Tasking requiring input to
complete intelligence production, maintain data
bases, and support friendly planning and
operations.

Time-sensitive collection requirements: Tasking
designed for use when collection and initial
reporting must begin within 48 hours.

Source-directed requirements: Tasking designed
for a specific source or collection opportunity.

Guidelines for validating collection requirements
for CI information are in DIAM 58-13, Volume I.

LIAISON AND COORDINATION
• Conducting tactical MI unit liaison with LEAs and

security agencies when liaison coverage is not
otherwise available. Such local liaison is limited to
matters within the operational charter of the
tactical MI unit.

MULTIDISCIPLINE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE DATA BASE
The MDCI analyst develops the data base for the data base requires constant updating and attention until

commander’s AI in LIC. This data base includes the mission completion.
three disciplines of counter-HUMINT, counter-
SIGINT, and counter-IMINT and is tailored to each

This data base allows the MDCI analyst to produce

operation, mission statement, and unit METL.
MDCI threat and friendly vulnerability assessments in
support of force protection. As a result, the MDCI

The MDCI analyst should be aware that one type of analyst will also recommend that counter-HUMINT,
LIC operation may flow into another type of operation. counter-SIGINT, and counter-IMINT countermeasures
For example, when supporting PCO, you will also be be integrated into the commander’s OPSEC and
concerned with terrorism. Consequently, the MDCI deception plans.



Lastly, the MDCI analyst will, as best he can,
monitor the effectiveness of those countermeasures.

Ideally, the MDCI analyst has the opportunity to
start the MDCI data base before the deployment or
involvement of US forces. The MDCI data base is
integrated into the main IPB data base of the ASPS.

MULTIDISCIPLINE
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MDCI analysts requires manual or automated
access to many of the IPB products prepared by the
all-source intelligence analyst. Details on IPB products
are in Chapter 4. See FM 34-60 for details on
counter-HUMINT, counter-SIGINT, and
counter-IMINT data bases and sources.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
ANALYSIS PROCESS

The MDCI analysis process follows the pattern of
the counter-SIGINT process but has been expanded to
include counter-HUMINT and counter-IMINT. The
integration of counter-HUMINT, counter-IMINT, and
counter-SIGINT analysis is a job for MDCI analysts
with experience in one or more of those disciplines.

The MDCI analysis process provides input to the
following intelligence products:

Analysis of the area of operations (AAO);
paragraph 2c, Additional Characteristics; and
paragraphs 4a and 4b, Effects of Characteristics of
the Area (on COAs). The AAO provides much of
the pertinent information later included in the
command and staff estimates, operations plan
(OPLAN), and OPORD.

MDCI annex to the AAO.

MDCI annex to the Intelligence Estimate, and
portions of the OPSEC, deception, PSYOP, and
CA estimates.

Intelligence annex to the OPLAN and OPORD;
paragraph 6, Counterintelligence, and MDCI
appendix.

The MDCI analysis process is accomplished by the
CIAS at EACIC, corps main CP (intelligence cell), and
division main CP. The CIAS must coordinate its efforts
closely with the ASPS and G3 and S3 staff.

The MDCI analysis process in LIC is a five-step
process which includes—

Area evaluation.

Threat assessment.

Vulnerability assessment.

Countermeasures options development.

Countermeasures evaluation.

AREA EVALUATION
The purpose of area evaluation is to describe the

threat, terrain, weather, and other characteristics of the
LIC environment that will affect or influence mission
accomplishment. The primary emphasis is on how
terrain, weather, and other characteristics will affect FIS
employment of its collection capabilities and security
countermeasures. The impact of these conditions on
Level I and Level II threat operations is also evaluated.

You also include the base area from which the LIC
operation will be staged (for example, CONUS) as an
extension of the LIC area evaluation. The FIS threat
directed against the base area, prior to the deployment
of the contingency force, cannot be ignored.

In order to accomplish this evaluation, you need the
use of the AAO prepared by the ASPS. ALso you must
be thoroughly familiar with the IPB process described in
Chapter 3 and FM 34-3.

The four tasks accomplished during area evaluation
are shown in Figure C-2 and discussed below.

Task 1. Identify Pertinent IPB Terrain
and Weather Products

The analysis of terrain and weather in the LIC area
is necessary to determine their compound effects on
friendly and threat collection systems. HUMINT,
IMINT, and SIGINT sensors must have the capability to
detect, locate, and track or monitor critical nodes in
NAIs and TAIs.

It is important for you to know to what degree
terrain and weather are affecting optical and electronic
LOS of FIS systems to friendly critical nodes.
HUMINT, IMINT, and SIGINT sensors, regardless of
whether they are FIS or friendly, have different means of
accessing the target. Terrain features work to the
advantage or disadvantage of FIS systems.

Bad weather combined with air and ground
movement problems may keep your sensors from
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Figure C-2. Area evaluation.

getting to vantage points or LOS positions to targets.
You work to become as much an expert on terrain and
weather as the local FIS and Level I and Level II threats
operating in the area.

Task 2. Modify IPB Terrain and
Weather Products

You may need to modify certain IPB overlays to a
higher resolution or greater detail. The need for
modifications is situation dependent. Support from the
staff weather officer (S WO) and the engineer terrain
analysis team may be required.

You may want to request current imagery of the
area during various seasons of the year to update maps
and other graphics. At a minimum, updates are
necessary for those areas where manmade changes have
occurred, such as new LOC or expansion of built-up
areas.

Task 3. Identify Additional Charaeteristies
of the Area

This is a key task. You tailor your effort to the
specific LIC condition and operation identified in
mission analysis. One such characteristic is the
demographics of the area. This includes the ethnic,
linguistic, religious, and education status of the people.
People are key terrain in insurgency and counter-

insurgency conditions and are usually the targets of
influence in most types of LIC conditions.

There are centers of gravity (HN and hostile
element) that you must identify. These are the social,
political, economic, security, and organizational factors
that generate and sustain the LIC condition. FIS and
Level I and Level II threats will try to exploit these and
other characteristics to their advantage. “

Task 4. Prepare MDCI Annex to the AAO
You prepare the MDCI annex to the AAO in

essentially the same format as the AAO (FM 101-5 and
FM 34-3). The major goal is determining the effects of
the AO on friendly and threat FIS COAs.

THREAT ASSESSMENT
Threat assessment is a continuous process that

starts during the staff planning and does not end until
the mission is completed. MDCI threat assessment is an
integral part of the IPB process of threat evaluation
(FM 34-130).

You are the commander’s expert on how and with
what systems the threat sees friendly forces and agencies
in LIC. You know that complete information on the
FIS and hostile intelligence and security services maybe
difficult to obtain. Facts and assumptions concerning
the threat must be clearly understood relative to Who,
What, When, Where, Why, and How.
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The following is a list of the PIR and IR concerning • Demographics.
the functions and capabilities of a threat FIS. Both
internal and external capabilities must be addressed: The MDCI threat assessment includes the six tasks

shown in Figure C-3 and discussed below.
Leadership and organization.

C3 system.
Task 1. Identify Threat Systems

in the Geographic AOR
Ail-source collection capabilities. The following specific threat capabilities should be

Third-country intelligence and security IDAD identified within the geographic AO:

support. - - • HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT systems of the

CI capabilities and countermeasures. threat FIS.

Counterinsurgency doctrine and infrastructure. • Espionage.

Military and paramilitary forces. Ž Subversion.

Public information and PSYOP agencies.
•  Terrorism.

Figure C-3. MDCI threat assessment.
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• Sabotage.

The primary objective of this task is to determine
the specific FIS threat faced by friendly forces. One or
more of the above threats maybe present in each of the
four operational categories of LIC. You anticipate the
use of both human and technical means when
considering each category of threat.

You will consult all-source intelligence products of
national producers, such as INSCOM and DIA for this
information.

The SOF area study described in FM 34-36 is an
excellent source on threat forces in the AO.

Task 2. Prepare Information Requirements

You identify information gaps and submit requests
for information through the CM&D to national level
agencies. These agencies include DIA INSCOM, DOD
collectors, and country teams in the AO and AI.

Task 3. Analyze Threat Indicators and Data

You review, organize, and evaluate all key
information components relative to each hostile
intelligence system capability. The purpose is to identify
the signatures, patterns, and profiles of each FIS and
hostile intelligence and security service. Included are
indicators that technical collection means are being
changed or upgraded. Lastly, you attempt to determine
hostile intentions.

Task 4. Predict Probable Threat Activities

The purpose of this task is to identify the threat
activities. To do this, you—

Correlate FIS system capabilities and intentions to
target US forces and supported units’ critical nodes.

Use doctrinal and situation templating techniques
to assist in this predictive process.

Integrate, through the use of overlays, the effects
of terrain and weather on hostile intelligence
collection capabilities.

Use standard or specially produced IPB products
in this process (FM 34-3 and FM 34-60).

Task 5. Confirm the Threat

You verify the threat prediction. You also validate
existing data and information concerning FIS systems,
request additional data, as necessary, and evaluate and
integrate new information into the threat prediction.
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New requests for information are forwarded to the
appropriate CM&D.

Task 6. Produce Output

The final MDCI threat assessment product is
integrated into the MDCI annex to the AAO, SOF area
studies, and the MDCI annex to the intelligence
estimate. It also provides input to the G3 OPSEC
estimate and various other staff estimates. (The format
for the MDCI annex in Figure F-3 is similar to the
format for the OPSEC estimate prepared by the G3.)

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT
The MDCI vulnerability assessment determines the

centers of gravity and critical operational nodes of the
LIC operation, and the specific areas where the threat
FIS can be most damaging to friendly forces.

You (with the assistance of the G2, G3 staff, and
the C-E officer) examine the technical and operational
characteristics of the LIC force.

You prepare doctrinal templates of LIC friendly
force critical nodes for each COA identified in the
OPLAN. Initially, you will focus on five areas of
concern:

• Command and communications.

• Intelligence.

• Operation and maneuver.

• Logistics.

• Administrative support.

These doctrine templates portray the physical and
electronic characteristics of friendly force critical nodes.
This is the same analytical technique the intelligence
analyst uses in IPB to template the threat.

General purpose forces employed in LIC may retain
their signature and pattern of activity. It is the
combination of signature and patterns that produces the
profile that FISS attempt to detect and evaluate. It is
also the profile that Level I and Level II threats target
against.

Each civilian, military, and police activity in LIC has
an electronic and physical signature. People adopt
habits over time which provide a basis for predicting
what the unit or agency will do next. SOPS area good
example of habit patterns.
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Threats at Level I and Level 11 exploit the profile of
a unit or agency as the basis for espionage, subversion,
and sabotage targeting. Guerrillas and terrorists also
exploit profiles of individuals, units, and activities. FIS
systems target both physical and electronic signatures to
locate and identiy units and agencies.

You, and your G3 counterpart, must work together
to become experts on how friendly forces look to the
threat. Your goal is to ensure that friendly profiles
remain obscure and ambiguous.

The MDCI vulnerability assessment shown in
Figure C-4 is described below. (You will complete tasks
5 through 10 as part of the wargaming COA process
conducted by the G3 or S3.)

Task 1. Compile Friendly Force
Characteristics

You determine the mission, task organization, and
deployment scheme for the particular type of LIC forces
and operation under assessment. If the operation is
conducted in phases, then the assessment will focus on
characteristic force profiles during each phase. You
have an advantage over your threat counterpart due to
100 percent knowledge of ground truth.

Consult FM 34-60 for details concerning the C-E
equipment characteristics of friendly forces. Additional
sources of information include doctrinal publications
and pertinent tables of organization and equipment
(TOE), modified tables of organization and equipment
(MTOE), tables of distribution and allowance (TDA),
and unit SOPS.

You use imagery in assessing the physical
characteristics of the command. Imagery products can
be requested from national level production centers of
all facilities, training areas, logistics sites, marshaling
yards, and unit locations in the base area. Photographs
are also requested of the AI and the AO for a look
before, during, and after deployment of US forces.

You are not the only user of this imagery. Tasking
for this support should be coordinated through your G2.

Your assessment of the human characteristics of the
command is more ambiguous. You should refer to
INSCOM and command security A&A program reports,
the command security SOP, and consult with the
security officer about the status and effectiveness of the
following programs:

• Personnel security.

• Information security.

• ADP security.

• SAEDA

• Physical security.

Task 2. Determine Friendly Force Profiles
The MDCI analyst conducts analysis of the

signatures and patterns of C-E equipment, physical
layouts, and human security activities to produce an
MDCI profile of the force (signatures + patterns =
profile). FM 34-60, Appendix A, provides details on the
subtasks to be performed in this analytical process. You
will adapt the process for physical and human
applications as required.

Figure C-5 is a template of how the vehicles and
equipment constituting a corps main CP might be
arranged on the ground. You construct templates to
map scale and arrange antennas, vehicles, and
supporting equipment according to command guidance,
terrain limitations, and other conditions. The template
may portray a type, planned, or actual arrangement.

Task 3. Identify Force Susceptibilities

A susceptibility is defined as the degree to which a
profile consisting of an item of C-E equipment, a
weapon system, physical feature, or human entity is
open to effective FIS exploitation due to weaknesses.
Any susceptibility is a potential vulnerability.

C3I, operations, and maneuver nodes and elements
have both physical and electronic signatures. How these
nodes and elements are arranged in a geographical area
during each phase of the LIC operation (base area to
target area) is governed by doctrine and the elements of
METT-T. Hence, a profile is established which maybe
unique to a particular unit and aid in identification and
location.

A certain type of vehicle or antenna associated with
SOF units and operations are examples of physical
signatures. These items are subject to both hostile
human and imagery verification. When the antenna is
transmitting, it exhibits an electronic signature and is
open to hostile electronic intercept and exploitation.

Groups of vehicles, antennas, weapon systems, and
associated equipment establish identifiable patterns.
Humans create the observable patterns of activity that
provide indicators of intentions. These patterns need to
be protected from threat exploitation.
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Figure C-4. Vulnerability assessment.
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Figure C-5. Type template suggesting a corps main CP.

You need to construct friendly critical node opportunities for collection and evaluation efforts prior
templates. The details needed to construct these to friendly deployment in LIC.
templates come from a variety of sources:

Task 4. Obtain Commander’s Operatlonal• Operations element. Objective and EEFI 

• Unit SOP. In coordination with the G2 and G3, review existing

• Installation engineer. OPLAN and OPORD to determine the commander’s
intent, operational concept, and pertinent EEFI relative

Personal observation. to COA EEFI are also identified as a result of the•
• Imagery products. war-gaming of the COA process.

Events such as a field training exercise (FTX) or a
Figure C-6 is an example of a statement of EEFI. In

command post exercise (CPX) can also provide paragraph 4a, four EEFI have been listed as indicators
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Figure C-6. Sample essential elements of friendly information statement.

of a friendly COA Paragraph 4a(2) is highlighted and
will be referred to throughout the following discussion.

This information enables you to evaluate the
indicators of a friendly COA which the commander
considers essential to the success of the mission. These
EEFI, therefore, require protection from hostile
intelligence collection systems.

Task 5. Determine Friendly COAs

A COA consists of—

•   One or more units.

• A series of events accomplished.

•   Various locations on the ground, or in the air.

• Certain times.

•  A given duration.

The commander’s operational objective is described
briefly in paragraph 3; for example (5th Inf Div),
“Defend to PL Gray, counterattack at 300001Z Oct 92.”

You can request other supporting materials such as
overlays that describe the scheme of maneuver in more
detail through the G2 or S2 from the G3 and S3.

A COA may also have built-in options. The COA
adopted by the commander receives priority attention.
A COA may also include elements of a deception plan
as well as SOP OPSEC measures.

Figure C-7 is an example of a friendly COA event
list similar to the one the MDCI analyst might prepare.
The use of map overlays is recommended. The G2 or S2
should cross-walk the COA with the G3 and S3 to
ensure accuracy.

You compare the COA elements to EEFI and
determine which elements, if detected by threat
intelligence or target acquisition systems, might
compromise the EEFI.

Task 6. Determine Indicators of Friendly COAs

You correlate friendly force profiles (Task 2) to the
COA As units execute a COA, they will be shooting,
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Figure C-7. Friendly course of action event list.

moving, and communicating. They will enter into threat overlays in this effort. Combinations of indicators tend
NAIs which provide opportunities for threat
intelligence collection or targeting.

In a LIC operation, friendly COA analysis is not as
complex as COA analysis for general purpose forces in a
mid-intensity conflict (MIC) or high-intensity conflict
(HIC). On the other hand, COA options maybe more
limited depending on which of the four LIC conditions
is involved.

Protecting vital EEFI is important to the success of
any mission. Indicators are combinations of EEFI
relative to a COA that, if known to the threat and
properly interpreted, would compromise the COA

You will also evaluate the effects of METT-T on
the indicators in each COA and will determine the
degree to which indicators maybe masked to threat
detection. You will use IPB terrain and weather effects

to reveal friendly intentions to the threat commander.

Task 7. Review and Validate Threat
Assessment Data

You use the threat IEW systems templates and
overlays prepared during threat assessment and
determine which threat HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT
systems are likely to be directed against a friendly COA.

You include in your threat assessment any new data
that might apply. You select only those threat
capabilities that are relevant to the situation and COA.

Task 8. Identify Vulnerabilities

You compare the FIS collection effort to the
friendly unit susceptibilities (Task 3) to determine
vulnerabilities. A susceptibility that is targetable by a
specific threat collector becomes a vulnerability.
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You must correlate indicators to each Vulnerability.
Then you identify the specific COA elements affected
(for example, time and location).

Task 9. Rank Vulnerabilities

You rank the vulnerability according to its bearing
on the success of the mission. These ranks are—

•   Unimportant.

•   Important.

• Significant.

• Critical.

Figure C-8 is an example of an MDCI vulnerability
matrix. The threat is assumed to have a viable
HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT capability. The

DTOCs and other C2 and C3I nodes have profiles
consisting of C-E equipment (radios, antennas, and
vehicles), assorted work tents, and other types of
vehicles arranged in a standard doctrinal arrangement.
The situation template of a DTOC contains all the
essential physical and technical characteristics of that
node integrated into a weather, terrain, and operational
condition profile.

Knowing this, the analyst can determine if the node,
at a certain time and place, is more vulnerable to threat
HUMINT, IMINT, or SIGINT exploitation. Human
observation and reporting of antenna configurations
pose a greater initial threat in LIC than the probability
of intercept; particularly during periods of planned
radio silence or given the absence of a viable threat DF
capability.

division tactical operations center (DTOC) is the
critical EEFI to be protected. Its profile is the indicator Analysts rank the vulnerabilitie.s within each

that, if known to the enemy, will reveal the COA and intelligence discipline and then prepare an integrated

the friendly commander’s intention.

Figure C-8. Multidiscipline counterintelligence vulnerability matrix.
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MDCI rank listing. (See Figure C-8 for a numerical
scale that can be used or modified as required.)

Task 10. Produce Output
Figure C-9 is a format for an MDCI vulnerability

assessment. Vulnerability assessments for each
intelligence discipline are integrated into the MDCI
vulnerability assessment. You may prepare this as a
document or as a graphic. It is integrated into the
MDCI annex to the intelligence estimate and the
OPSEC estimate.

COUNTERMEASURES OPTIONS
DEVELOPMENT

The MDCI countermeasures options development
steps are shown in Figure C-10 and are discussed below.

During countermeasures development, review the
C-E, physical, and human entity vulnerabilities.
Identify, analyze, prioritize, and recommend specific
options for controlling, eliminating, or exploiting the
vulnerabilities. Countermeasures are required to
prevent or degrade FIS exploitation of friendly force
vulnerabilities. Collect the data and analyze it to
determine countermeasures.

Task 1. Identify MDCI Countermeasures
Options

Construct MDCI vulnerability to countermeasures
matrices for profile (C-E, physical, and human entity)
vulnerabilities. Figure C-11 is an example of this matrix.
Two or more can be combined when the same
countermeasures apply. Each vulnerability should have
at least one countermeasure option.

Vulnerabilities with the highest numerical rating
should be listed accordingly in the countermeasures
matrix.

Task 2. Determine Relative Benefit
of Each OptIon

Figure C-12 is an example of an MDCI relative
benefit options table. Each vulnerability is analyzed
relative to each countermeasure option (CM-O), as well
as—

• Human, equipment, logistical resources, and time
required to implement the CM-O.

• Expected results if a specific CM-O is implemented.

• Impact on operations.

Task 3. Perform Risk Assessment

Risk assessment is a judgmental effort that you use
to predict the element of risk to operations when
CM-OS are not applied or do not successfully protect
the EEFI. Figure C-13 is an example of risk factor (RF)
calculations.

Task 4. Produce Output
The CM-O process is completed when you review

and recommend countermeasures to the G3 OPSEC
element. Countermeasures recommendations for each
COA are coordinated with the G3 during the staff
estimate sequence.

COUNTERMEASURES EVALUATION
MDCI countermeasures evaluation includes the

four tasks shown in Figure C-14 and discussed below.

Attempt to determine how well the
countermeasures that were implemented actually
achieved the expected results. Since each CM-O was
developed in consonance with the commander’s intent,
EEFI, and COAs, first determine if any of those factors
changed prior to or during the time frame that the
CM-O was in effect.

Task 1. Determine Changes in the
Commander’s Guidance

Check for modifications made during the execution
of the OPORD that would impact on the effectiveness
of the CM-O.

Review fragmentary orders (FRAGOS) or verbally
debrief the G3 and S3. You also review the results of
specific OPSEC surveys conducted in coordination
between the G2 and G3.

Task 2. Evaluate the Accomplishment
of the CM-O Relative to the Execution

of the Pertinent COA and Any Changes
identified in Task 1

Analysts review current intelligence reports during
the period under review to determine threat reaction to
the CM-O and the effectiveness of the CM-O.

You review pertinent IEW operational reports to
verify that the CM-O was implemented, that adequate
resources were available, and that the impact on
operations was within expectations.

Your evaluation becomes more complex if CM-Os
from two or more intelligence disciplines were
implemented to protect the same EEFI.

•  Shortfalls.
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For example: A counter-SIGINT CM-O to protect
EEFI, paragraph 4a(2), may have been implemented but
was negated because a counter-HUMINT CM-O failed.
Since there are limited numbers of CM-OS within the
HUMINT, IMINT, and SIGINT disciplines, you will
have to be objective when evaluating the effectiveness of
CM-OS.

Task 3. Summarize the CM-O Evaluation
and Identify Fixes

You may be unable to verify CM-O effectiveness
due to the lack of data. You can, however, identify
shortfalls that you can fix. You can also assign a
numerical rating from O to 5 to indicate how successful a
countermeasure was for your next risk assessment.

Task 4. Prepare an AAR

Prepare an AAR in accordance with local SOPS for
the G2, G3, and other designated staff elements. The
AAR is provided to assist in—

• Modifying countermeasures.

• Developing countermeasures.

• Analyzing training.

•Reviewing lessons learned.

POST MISSION ACTIONS
After the mission is completed, you must update

threat HUMINT, IMINT, and SIGINT data bases with
pertinent data. This includes reviewing and revising
templates of threat intelligence collection systems and
friendly critical nodes.
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Figure C-9. Format for MDCI vulnerability assessment.
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Figure C-1 1. Vulnerability to countermeasures matrix.
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Figure C-1 2. Relative benefit options table.
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Figure C-1 3. Risk factor calculations.

Figure C-1 4. Countermeasures evaluation.
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